
AccuQuilt Releases New Party-worthy GO!Ⓡ Dies 
  
(OMAHA, NE) June 11, 2019– AccuQuilt, a U.S. based company that specializes in 
manufacturing fabric cutting machines and dies, announced the release of their new GO! 
Summer Medley, GO! Halloween Medley and GO! Pennants dies for their GO!® Fabric Cutters. 
  
“We’re continuing to add more holiday and seasonal, difficult to rotary cut appliqué shapes to 
provide even more options for our customers,” said Lynn Gibney, Director of Product 
Development at AccuQuilt. 
  
The GO! Summer Medley features five new appliqué shapes – a bucket and bucket handle, 
sandal and sandal strap and shovel – that are 5” precut square-friendly. Adding the GO! 
Summer Medley to our collection means we have a die medley for every season. The shapes 
are great for beach-themed and work well with the newly released GO! Sea Life Medley and 
GO! Emoji Limited Edition dies. Plus, quilters can easily create garden-inspired projects by 
combining with any of our many flower shapes. 
  
The GO! Halloween Medley die is also 5” precut square-friendly and includes a spider, ghost 
and witch’s hat. The die complements our other fall-themed appliqué shapes, including the GO! 
Cat & Bat, GO! Fall Medley and GO! Pumpkins and the Block on Board® GO! Spider Web-6” 
Finished die. 
  
The GO! Pennants die includes three popular, standard-sized pennant styles – a triangle, 
swallowtail and rounded. The shapes are perfect for do-it-yourself pennant projects but can also 
be used in piecing or appliqué. The shapes are 10” precut square-friendly and can be 
personalized using the GO! Carefree Alphabet set dies, both uppercase and lowercase. 
  
“Our GO! Pennants die is another project die that works perfectly for every occasion,” said 
Gibney. “Quilters, crafters and sewists alike will find so many uses for these shapes.” 
  
Both dies come with a project pattern, are compatible with the GO! Me™, GO!® and GO! 
Big®fabric cutters and have a FREE embroidery download with three stitch choices. AccuQuilt 
appliqué dies can cut through up to four layers of fabric with fusible web already applied. 
  
These dies will be available online and through AccuQuilt’s retailers who are also happy to 
demonstrate each AccuQuilt fabric cutting system. For more information on AccuQuilt and the 
latest product releases, visit accuquilt.com or https://learn.accuquilt.com/june-die-release. 
  
  
About AccuQuilt—Better Cuts Make Better Quilts 
  
Headquartered in Omaha, Neb., AccuQuilt offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers a premiere 
line of fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric cutting solutions that help 
quilters quickly and accurately cut shapes for quilting and fabric crafts. AccuQuilt also offers 
quilters a wide variety of rich educational resources to enhance their quilting experiences. 
Cutting with AccuQuilt cutters is a natural evolution of fabric cutting methods. “First 
scissors...then rotary...finally...AccuQuilt” for fast, easy, accurate fabric cutting. For more 
information, visit accuquilt.com or call 888.258.7913. 
 


